Writing a Press Release: short & sweet
The PR is a notification to journalists that you're
up to something. Many PRs are overwritten: the
PR is a heads up, not a textbook. If it's any
longer than seven or eight paragraphs it won't
get read. And what's the point of that?
See a sample press release to the right for an
idea of length and the ideas outline below.

Title
Just like a news story, the key to a good PR is
the title. The title determines whether you read
a story in the paper - and it's the same with
journalists and their emails. Picture your story
in the local paper. How would the headline
read?
Once you've decided, also include it in the 'subject' box of your PR’s email, so the whole thing
will read, for example: "Press Release: Activists
drill for gas in central Keynesham"

Writing the body
Next up: what, where, when, who, why. In that
order.
What: what's happening;
Where & when: obviously important info: if it's
happening on the other side of the world it's irrelevant to UK readers (news editors think);
Who: who are you? Good idea also to include a
quote: "local activist Guy McClintoch said....”;
Why: an explanation of why your on the street
today. Can also be included in the above quote.

Contacts
Give an email address, and if possible a phone
number: journalists like to have someone to
chat to if necessary.

Notes for Editors
This section is a traditional method of passing
on info to editors & writers if they want more details. Give a few links to relevant stories which
back up claims you've made in the text body.
Don’t forget to reference any factual claims you
make.

Pictures
Often the deciding factor in whether or not a
story appears in the press is the images
associated with it. For more, take a look at our
handout ‘Images, the heart of the story!’. Upload your images to Picasa or flickr - then sent a link to these images along with
your PR email.
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